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A basic ORMAK neutral injection heating module has been developed which is

capable of delivering 120 kW to the plasma with acceptable levels of impurities and

streaming neutral gas. Independent variation of the energy, power, equivalent

current, neutral species, time of injection and angle of injection will be possible.

Significant increases in ion temperatures are expected when using these heaters.

Plasma perturbations caused by injection of a neutral beam into a tokamak plasma are '

examined to determine if there are any limitations on this method of heating and re-

plenishing the plasma. The use of feedback controlled neutral injection heating has

been studied for stabilizing the operating temperature in a test fusion reactor

design.

Neutral Beam Injection Heating of ORMAK. A single injector unit mounted on

ORMAK is shown in Fig. 1. There can be up to four of these units on ORMAK, two

parallel and two anti-parallel to the

- - - - .. , ohmic heating field. Four injectors can

supply twelve simultaneous energies, The

field perturbation caused by displacement

of the toroidal field coils to allow for

the injector is about 1% at the liner and

0.4% at the discharge center. The in-

jectors can be pivoted through about 5

degrees which means about a 10-cm

swing of the beam axis at the point of

tangency. The beam radius at this point

is about 6 cm and, for comparison, the

limiter radius is 23 cm.

Fig. 1

The neutral power incident on the plasma in various mass energy categories is

shown in Fig. 2. At 8 A of total source current, we have incident on the plasma
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57 kW of 25-kV atoms, 33 kW of 12.5-kV atoms and 25-kV molecular neutrals, and 11 kW

of 8.3-kV atoms and 16.7-kV molecular neutrals for a total of 101 kW. The plasma

attenuation of these neutral beam

fractions is calculated to be 93%, 97%

and 99%, respectively, with the present

ORMAK plasma. Equilibrium cell conditions

increase the neutral power from 101 kW to

125 kW. With four injectors there would

then be 400-500 kW incident on the plasma.

Cold gas streaming in this case adds about
12 3

3 x 10 /cm of atomic hydrogen neutrals

after 100 msec of injection. This is ap-

proximately a factor of 20 lower than the
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ORMAK neutral filling density prior to ob-

taining a 3 x 10 /cm3 plasma. Beam im-

purity measurements indicate 0.4% of oxygen. With 1/2 MW incident on a previously

pure hydrogen plasma, this impurity level would raise the effective Z from 1.0 to

1.1 after 100 msec of injection.

Figure 3 shows calculated ion temperatures as a function of discharge time with

and without injection heating. These temperatures were obtained using an ORMAK

simulation code in which the dominant ion

energy loss is by charge exchange and which

agrees with ORMAK experimental results.

Two injectors will be installed initially

on ORMAK to provide up to 250 kK of neutral

beam power incident on the plasma.
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Injection routing of ORMAK.

Fig. 3

Plasma Perturbations and Possible

Limitations. We have also investigated

plasma perturbations arising from injection

of a beam of energetic neutrals into a

tokamak plasma to determine if there are

significant limitations on this method of

heating and replenishing toroidal plasmas.

Specifically, the following aspects of the

problem have been considered: (1) the



geometry of injection including the overall beam absorption, the spatial distribu-

tion and the drift orbits (which differ significantly from the flux surfaces) of

the injected particles; (2) the classical slowing down process (from both a particle

and kinetic viewpoint; (o) the net and distributed momentum, electric field and

current induced in the plasma; (4) possible relaxation mechanisms including large

plasma dielectric constants in the neoclassical regime, ion viscosity, plasma

viscosity, plasma instabilities, etc.

For a single tangential injector of the type planned in ORMAK, the dominant

physical effects and the beam levels required to avoid potentially serious

consequences are:

(1) Current: The injection induced current density is less than the

ohmic heating current density only if: I T < 0.5 amp-sec.

(2) Momentum: The plasma flow velocity imparted by beam absorption can be

greater than the ion sound speed ari cause shocks, etc., unless: !

I t < 0.5 amp-sec.
o • *

%(3) Radial Electric Field: The radial electric field concomitant with

the toroidal momentum can be greater than that in tokamak plasmas

without injection unless: I t < 0.1 amp-sec.

(4) Net Charge: The net charge produced because SOBC fast ion drift

orbits for counter- (to the ohmic heating current) injection strike

the* limiter can cause a radial electric field greater than that

without injection unless: I t < 0.03 amp-sec.

Here t is the time the injector is on and T the ion lifetime due to charge exchange
9 3'(x ~4-S msec for n «* 2 x 10 /cm ) or slowing down (TS. ~ 10 msec). Note that,

on the average, effects (l)-(3) can be canceled, or minimized, by opposing co- and

counter-injected beams. Since in ORMAK we expect I T ~Q.O3, I t —0.3 per injector,

the .only significant perturbations expected are the radial electric field ones, the

net effect of which is unclear since the processes determining the radial electric

field in tokaroaks without injection are not well understood.

For perpendicular injection, as planned in TFR, there is a net charge buildup

problem as in (4) above due to sone trapped ion orbits hitting the liraiter. However,

the most important limiting process is the buildup of an electric field in the

polcidal direction (along a flux surface) due to the localization of the "banana"

orbits of the trapped ions that leads to a radial E x B flow and hence plasma con-

vection out of the confinement region unless: I t < 0.03 amp-sec. Thus, perpendic-

ular injection, while having some advantages, appears to cause snore serious poloidal



electric fields and hence radial E x B plasma flow or convection.

lent. Using the
2

Control of Thermal Runaway in a Subcritical Ignition Experiment. Using the

tokamak multi-species, spatially resolved, fluid simulation code described earlier

we have studied the use of feedback controlled neutral injection heating to stabi-

lize the operating temperature in a test fusion reactor design ("SCORE-II"). With- •

out control, thermal runaway caused by D-T heating of ions occurs and the poloidal
1/23 exceeds the critical value (R/a) within 2 seconds. With control a stable long

pulse discharge (T > T_) can be created with power out (including blanket reactions)
1 A. \

exceeding power in. The Lawson parameters are T. = 12 keV, nt = 3 x 10 sec/cm ,
13 6

for a device with R = 700 cm, a = 80 cm, B = 50 kG, n = 8 x 10 , I = 10 amp, and
P. . = 6 MW, with neoclassical transport and full radiation treatment.

Conclusion. The ORMAK neutral injection heating units are very powerful and

versatile systems. Each injector can supply up to 125 kW of neutral beam power to

the plasma and the machine is designed for up to four injectors. The effects of

cold gas streaming and beam impurity content are expected to be negligible.

Tangential neutral beam injection with I T ~0.03 and I t ~0.3 (a single beam)

is expected to be sufficient to cause dattachable plasma, and in particular, ion

heating. The above estimates indicate that at this beam strength the plasma

perturbations are small, except for the buildup of radial electric fields greater

than those in tokamaks without injection, the net effect of which is unclear.

Perpendicular injection, while having some advantages, appears to cause more serious

poloidal electric fields and hence radial E x B plasma flow or convection. Feed-

back control of neutral heating can be used to stabilize the operating temperature

in a test fusion reactor design.
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